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Sustainable growth is the most significant concern for mid-sized businesses. Consequently, mid-sized businesses focus on a variety 

of strategies such as improving operational efficiency, market expansion, diversification, account mining or geographical expansion. 

Yet, rapid growth can lead to critical resource limitations at times. To combat this, businesses need to empower their professionals 

with the best-in-class business management solutions. A team which can plan, execute and analyse ahead of the competition has a 

considerable advantage in the market with rising costs, prices pressures, regulatory barriers and human resource issues.  

Aspire’s Oracle Accelerate cloud solutions are specifically designed to answer the needs of mid-sized businesses with a faster-time-

to-market, cost effective, packaged and enterprise class application. These enterprise-class solutions arm business professionals with 

the right information at the right time, increases productivity, and accelerates business performance. 

Our Oracle Accelerate cloud solution portfolio comprises of 5 solutions: 

 

• Accelerate solution for Oracle Financial Cloud 

• Accelerate solution for Oracle HCM Cloud 

• Accelerate solution for Oracle Sales Cloud 

• Accelerate solution for Oracle Service Cloud 

• Accelerate solution for Oracle Taleo Enterprise Cloud 

The solutions  

Financial cloud offers core financials and sub-ledger functions, taxes, multi-dimensional reporting, employee expense 

management, accounting of fixed assets and collections management for firms. 

The packaged solution for human capital management offers Core HR functions, recruiting and on boarding, workflows, 

compensation & benefits management, organizational & individual goal management and talent management.  

Oracle Sales Cloud Solution sets up lead generation tools, sales force automation, territory management, sales forecasting, BI, 

customer & opportunity management and social network management.  

Oracle Service Cloud Solution enables incident management, chat & community features, social media interactions, social 

prospect to lead features, superior social & web experience and contact center facilities.  

Taleo enterprise cloud establishes recruiting and on boarding, social sourcing, cross boarding, offers management and precision 

matching service for businesses. 

More details on these solutions can be found here: 

• Aspire Systems Oracle Accelerate Solution for Oracle Financials Cloud 

• Aspire Systems Oracle Accelerate Solution for Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud 

• Aspire Systems Oracle Accelerate Solution for Oracle Sales Cloud 

• Aspire Systems Oracle Accelerate Solution for Oracle Service Cloud 

• Aspire Systems Oracle Accelerate Solution for Taleo Enterprise Cloud Service 

Solution Benefits  

Counter growth Pressures with smart growth 

• Enterprise-wide access to relevant information right on time to drive business performance 

• Business expansion plans can be addressed quickly with rapid solution deployment across global locations 

• A scalable, growth-oriented and adaptable business platform can be harnessed for all future business needs 

https://solutions.oracle.com/scwar/scr/Solution/SCSP-YEYHIKQQ.html
https://solutions.oracle.com/scwar/scr/Solution/SCSP-QEPOGKHT.html
https://solutions.oracle.com/scwar/scr/Solution/SCSP-DNGJZYUM.html
https://solutions.oracle.com/scwar/scr/Solution/SCSP-PCZVUHRG.html
https://solutions.oracle.com/scwar/scr/Solution/SCSP-CUAKCAEG.html
https://solutions.oracle.com/scwar/scr/Solution/SCSP-CUAKCAEG.html
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Equip professionals with modern solutions 

• Utilize the quick access to information to take actions and drive business growth 

• Get access to the latest innovative user-interfaces enabling multitasking and round the clock connectivity on all devices 

• Ensure better decision making by empowering professionals with actionable insights 

More value with cloud solutions 

• Secure cloud based applications with the latest functionalities, interfaces and control 

• Hassle-free application maintenance allows the business to focus on growth and innovation 

How Can a Modern ERP Cloud Help You Grow and Succeed?  

For midsize organizations worldwide, simplifying and modernizing systems is increasingly central to success. Oracle ERP Cloud – the 

most complete and secure ERP cloud solution on the market – is the same solution used by Oracle’s large, global enterprise 

customers. Oracle ERP Cloud is designed for the way people work today, embedding social, analytic, and mobile capabilities for 

superior workforce productivity. Growth can be painful, especially when you’re building the capabilities to support more customers, 

add new products, and expand into new geographies. Growing companies face a number of unique challenges that stand in the 

way of their success, including:  

 

• Inability for current systems to scale in support of a growing business. 

• Costly integrations supporting fragmented systems, which can create inefficient processes and lack of control. 

• Limited bandwidth of current IT resources to support strategic innovative initiatives.  

• Unpredictable costs associated with upgrades, staying compliant with regulatory changes and keeping up with an ever changing 

global economy 

  

You need to be confident that your business platform will support your growth; you need to be able to grow smarter. With more 

than 290,000 midsize customers across all of its solutions, Oracle is the right choice for smart growth. Oracle’s Cloud solutions are 

designed to address the specific growing pains of successful midsize companies. Oracle offers the most complete range of cross-

functional cloud business services including: ERP, HCM (HR & talent management), and CRM (sales, marketing, and customer 

service). That means that you can start with the services that are critical for you today, and be confident that end-to-end capabilities 

are there for you when your business is ready. Oracle ERP Cloud is designed for your success. Grow smarter, empower people, and 

maximize value. Start driving your success today. 

About Aspire Systems 

Aspire Systems is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted technology partner for its customers. The company works with some of the world's most 

innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping them leverage technology and outsourcing in Aspire’s specific areas of expertise. Aspire System’s 

services include Product Engineering, Enterprise Solutions, Independent Testing Services, Oracle Applications and IT Infrastructure & Application Support Services. The 

company currently has over 1,400 employees and over 100 customers globally. The company has a growing presence in the US, UK, India, Middle East and Europe. 

For the fourth time in a row, Aspire has been selected as one of India’s ‘Best Companies to Work For’ by the Great Place to Work® Institute, in partnership with The 

Economic Times. For further information, please visit: www.aspiresys.com 
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